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1. BILLY VALENTINE BAND (7-10pm) DJ INAIA (10pm-1am)
2. JACQUELYN SCHRIEBER (solo; 5-8pm)

3. INBAR HOROWITZ (solo; 6-9pm) 
4. EMMA-JANE THOMMEN (solo piano/ vocals; 6-9pm)

5. JOE LOPICCOLO FLAMENCO BAND (Spanish style flamenco; 6-10pm)
6. TRIO IAJHI (6-10pm)

7. ZACH PROVOST BAND (7-11pm)
8. INBAR HOROWITZ BAND (7-10pm) DJ INAIA (10pm-1am)

9. TREVOR WESLEY (solo; 5-8pm) 
10. INBAR HOROWITZ (solo; 6-9pm) 

11. EMMA-JANE THOMMEN (solo piano/ vocals 6-9pm)
12. JOE LOPICCOLO FLAMENCO BAND (Spanish style flamenco; 6-10pm)

13. TRIO IAJHI (6-10pm) 
14. WHISKEY AND MARIGOLDS (7-11pm)

15. EMMA-JANE THOMMEN BAND (7-10pm) DJ INAIA (10pm-1am)
16. JACQUELYN SCHRIEBER (solo; 11am-4pm)

16. TREVOR WESLEY (solo; 4-7pm) 
17. INBAR HOROWITZ (solo; 6-9pm)

18. JACQUELYN SCHRIEBER (solo; 6-10:30pm)
19. JOE LOPICCOLO FLAMENCO BAND (Spanish style flamenco; 6-10pm)

20. TRIO IAJHI (6-10pm)
21. JACQUELYN SCHRIEBER BAND (7-11pm) 

22. INBAR HOROWITZ BAND (7-10pm) DJ INAIA (10pm-1am)
23. TREVOR WESLEY (solo; 5-8pm) 

24. INBAR HOROWITZ (solo; 6-9pm)
25. EMMA-JANE THOMMEN (solo piano/ vocals; 6-10pm)

26. JOE LOPICCOLO FLAMENCO BAND (Spanish style flamenco; 6-10pm) 
27. TRIO IAJHI (6-10pm)

28. BRYNN STANLEY BAND (7-11pm)
29. EMMA-JANE THOMMEN BAND (7-10pm) DJ INAIA (10pm-1am) 

30. JACQUELYN SCHRIEBER (solo; 5-8pm) 
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W E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  1 W E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  2 - 4

Monday April 3, 6:00-9:00pm
INBAR HOROWITZ 

With her dynamically exquisite voice, Israeli artist Inbar Horowitz has been captivating audiences 
from a very young age. The singer songwriter provides delightful melodies with a unique 
storytelling ability. 

Saturday April 1, 10:00pm-1:00am
DJ INAIA

Music Curator & Creator/DJ/Vocalist/Producer/Yogini Inaia hails from Puerto Rico and has traveled 
the world sharing her deep, jazzy, groovin’ & soulful sounds with audiences all over the globe. 
She has performed throughout the United States in many venues in Miami Beach New York, Los 
Angeles, Las Vegas, and Atlanta. Internationally, her career has brought her to perform in many 
countries. Inaia’s sets are a fresh, breezy concoction that blend various languages and cultural 
influences into an experience for the mind, body and soul.

Sunday April 2, 5:00-8:00pm
JACQUELYN SCHREIBER

Jacquelyn Schreiber has been performing since the age of 5, and has a broad range of musical 
experience. To this day she continues to perform as a pianist and vocalist in venues across the US. 
Jacquelyn released her solo EP, “Beautiful Love” that features her original music in addition to her 
piano and singing talent.

Saturday, April 1, 7:00-10:00pm
BILLY VALENTINE

Multi-talented vocalist Billy Valentine’s career has taken him across the United States and 
throughout Europe. His singing can be heard on the hit TV series Sons of Anarchy and 
Boston Legal. 

Tuesday April 4, 6:00-9:00pm
EMMA-JANE THOMMEN

Performing around the world, Emma-Jane has played at many prestigious venues including at the 
Pyramids in Egypt, opening for Norah Jones & Corinne Bailey Rae at LA’s famous Greek Theatre,  
UK & US festivals & concerts alongside Bryan Adams, Ben Howard, Newton Faulkner, Gabrielle 
Aplin as well as a stint on the Queen Mary 2 sailing to New York playing alongside The Who’s 
Roger Daltrey & Squeeze Legend Chris Difford.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85M2Zwu6tyo
https://youtu.be/6Zsrjev6jGs
http://https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOFAqnLtZTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evhteagLVDw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2C912hgDvyc
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Wednesday April 5, 6:00-10:00pm
JOE LOPICCOLO BAND

Joe LoPiccolo is a guitarist and composer whose work is influenced by Brazilian, Classical, 
Flamenco and Jazz genres. Writer Dan O’Heron of the Pasadena Weekly states his music is: “Soft 
spoken eloquence, fascinatingly improvised.” And “The music is comforting and visual, it takes 
you to a better place, a paradise found.” Andy Ellis, former senior editor of Guitar Player wrote: 
“LoPiccolo’s impeccably executed, imaginative arrangements reveal his mastery of the guitar and 
its most subtle timbres.” 

Saturday April 8, 7:00-10:00pm
INBAR HOROWITZ BAND

With her dynamically exquisite voice, Israeli artist Inbar Horowitz has been captivating audiences 
from a very young age. The singer songwriter provides delightful melodies with a unique storytelling 
ability. 

W E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  5 - 8 W E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  8 - 11 

Tuesday April  11, 6:00-9:00pm
EMMA-JANE THOMMEN

Performing around the world, Emma-Jane has played at many prestigious venues including at the 
Pyramids in Egypt, opening for Norah Jones & Corinne Bailey Rae at LA’s famous Greek Theatre,  
UK & US festivals & concerts alongside Bryan Adams, Ben Howard, Newton Faulkner, Gabrielle 
Aplin as well as a stint on the Queen Mary 2 sailing to New York playing alongside The Who’s 
Roger Daltrey & Squeeze Legend Chris Difford.

Friday April 7, 7:00-11:00pm
ZACH PROVOST BAND 

Zach made a name for himself touring the world as musical director for Josh Groban. Since coming  
home from the road Zach has become a pillar of the songwriting community and well known for his 
blue-eyed soul approach to covers and originals. Any James Taylor fan will feel right at home with 
an evening of Zach’s piano and voice. Born in Manhattan to musical parents, Iajhi has had music 

Saturday April 8, 10:00pm-1:00am
DJ INAIA

Music Curator & Creator/DJ/Vocalist/Producer/Yogini Inaia hails from Puerto Rico and has traveled 
the world sharing her deep, jazzy, groovin’ & soulful sounds with audiences all over the globe. 
She has performed throughout the United States in many venues in Miami Beach New York, Los 
Angeles, Las Vegas, and Atlanta. Internationally, her career has brought her to perform in many 
countries. Inaia’s sets are a fresh, breezy concoction that blend various languages and cultural 
influences into an experience for the mind, body and soul.

Sunday April 9, 5:00-8:00pm 
TREVOR WESLEY

Trevor Wesley brings a refreshing sense of artistry and true talent to the music game. He was born 
and raised in the Los Angeles area and first began his musical journey at the age of five. Growing 
up in a family that listened to the likes of Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong, Eric Clapton, The 
Beatles and more, TREVOR was already familiar with timeless creativity. For him, it was a case of 
blending these legacies into a more modern sound that reflected his true artistic talent and unique 
personality. Thus, Only Live Once: The EP was delivered.

Monday April 10, 6:00-9:00pm
INBAR HOROWITZ 

With her dynamically exquisite voice, Israeli artist Inbar Horowitz has been captivating audiences 
from a very young age. The singer songwriter provides delightful melodies with a unique 
storytelling ability. 

Thursday April 6, 6:00-10:00pm
TRIO IAJHI

Born in Manhattan to musical parents, Iajhi has had music around him all his life. He began playing 
the drums at age ten and started taking gigs in the area at 16. He has performed on many notable 
shows like American Idol, The BET Awards and many more. Iajhi also has had the pleasure of 
touring with artists like Andre Delano, Andy Vargas and so many more. Iajhi plans to continue on 
the journey of life called music and letting the journey take him wherever it may.  

https://youtu.be/3VjB_Pjam98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85M2Zwu6tyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2C912hgDvyc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iv5mphqJAcQ
https://youtu.be/6Zsrjev6jGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zoLrZ7GIy8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85M2Zwu6tyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aCj5RqimKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ys-t8s4KTUw
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Wednesday April 12, 6:00-10:00pm
JOE LOPICCOLO BAND

Joe LoPiccolo is a guitarist and composer whose work is influenced by Brazilian, Classical, Flamenco and 
Jazz genres. Writer Dan O’Heron of the Pasadena Weekly states his music is: “Soft spoken eloquence, 
fascinatingly improvised.” And “The music is comforting and visual, it takes you to a better place, a 
paradise found.” Andy Ellis, former senior editor of Guitar Player wrote: “LoPiccolo’s impeccably executed, 
imaginative arrangements reveal his mastery of the guitar and its most subtle timbres.” 

Saturday April 15, 7:00-10:00pm
EMMA-JANE THOMMEN BAND

Performing around the world, Emma-Jane has played at many prestigious venues including at the Pyramids 
in Egypt, opening for Norah Jones & Corinne Bailey Rae at LA’s famous Greek Theatre,  UK & US festivals 
& concerts alongside Bryan Adams, Ben Howard, Newton Faulkner, Gabrielle Aplin as well as a stint on the 
Queen Mary 2 sailing to New York playing alongside The Who’s Roger Daltrey & Squeeze Legend Chris 
Difford.

Monday April 17, 6:00-9:00pm
INBAR HOROWITZ 

With her dynamically exquisite voice, Israeli artist Inbar Horowitz has been captivating audiences 
from a very young age. The singer songwriter provides delightful melodies with a unique storytelling 
ability. 

W E E K LY  S C H E D U L EW E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  12 - 15

Friday April 14, 7:00-11:00pm
WHISKEY AND MARIGOLDS

Los Angeles native, Molly Miller picked up guitar at the age of seven. She has performed and recorded 
with artists such as Jason Mraz, Ellis Hall of Earth and many more. Check her out live rocking the guitar, 
bass, banjo, and ukulele! Jessie Payo ran around the house singing show tunes and classic rock as a little 
girl in the Los Angeles area. But by the time she was 13, her natural talent was so pronounced she was 
fronting a band that went on to play the blues circuit for the next decade. She may have started out singing 
the blues, but she also expresses love for European electronic acts like Daft Punk and The Knife.

W E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  15 - 17

Saturday April 15, 10:00pm-1:00am
DJ INAIA

Music Curator & Creator/DJ/Vocalist/Producer/Yogini Inaia hails from Puerto Rico and has traveled 
the world sharing her deep, jazzy, groovin’ & soulful sounds with audiences all over the globe. 
She has performed throughout the United States in many venues in Miami Beach New York, Los 
Angeles, Las Vegas, and Atlanta. Internationally, her career has brought her to perform in many 
countries. Inaia’s sets are a fresh, breezy concoction that blend various languages and cultural 
influences into an experience for the mind, body and soul.

Sunday April 16, 11:00am-4:00pm
JACQUELYN SCHREIBER

Jacquelyn Schreiber has been performing since the age of 5, and has a broad range of musical 
experience. To this day she continues to perform as a pianist and vocalist in venues across the US. 
Jacquelyn released her solo EP, “Beautiful Love” that features her original music in addition to her 
piano and singing talent.

Sunday April 16, 4:00-7:00pm 
TREVOR WESLEY

Trevor Wesley brings a refreshing sense of artistry and true talent to the music game. He was born 
and raised in the Los Angeles area and first began his musical journey at the age of five. Growing 
up in a family that listened to the likes of Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong, Eric Clapton, The 
Beatles and more, TREVOR was already familiar with timeless creativity. For him, it was a case of 
blending these legacies into a more modern sound that reflected his true artistic talent and unique 
personality. Thus, Only Live Once: The EP was delivered.

Thursday April 13, 6:00-10:00pm
TRIO IAJHI

Born in Manhattan to musical parents, Iajhi has had music around him all his life. He began playing 
the drums at age ten and started taking gigs in the area at 16. He has performed on many notable 
shows like American Idol, The BET Awards and many more. Iajhi also has had the pleasure of 
touring with artists like Andre Delano, Andy Vargas and so many more. Iajhi plans to continue on 
the journey of life called music and letting the journey take him wherever it may.  

https://youtu.be/3VjB_Pjam98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-XXvEr98ZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85M2Zwu6tyo
https://youtu.be/6Zsrjev6jGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOFAqnLtZTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zoLrZ7GIy8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aCj5RqimKM
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Wednesday April 19, 6:00-10:00pm
JOE LOPICCOLO BAND

Joe LoPiccolo is a guitarist and composer whose work is influenced by Brazilian, Classical, Flamenco and 
Jazz genres. Writer Dan O’Heron of the Pasadena Weekly states his music is: “Soft spoken eloquence, 
fascinatingly improvised.” And “The music is comforting and visual, it takes you to a better place, a 
paradise found.” Andy Ellis, former senior editor of Guitar Player wrote: “LoPiccolo’s impeccably executed, 
imaginative arrangements reveal his mastery of the guitar and its most subtle timbres.” 

Saturday April 22, 7:00-10:00pm
INBAR HOROWITZ BAND

With her dynamically exquisite voice, Israeli artist Inbar Horowitz has been captivating audiences 
from a very young age. The singer songwriter provides delightful melodies with a unique storytelling 
ability. 

Monday April 24, 6:00-9:00pm
INBAR HOROWITZ 

With her dynamically exquisite voice, Israeli artist Inbar Horowitz has been captivating audiences 
from a very young age. The singer songwriter provides delightful melodies with a unique storytelling 
ability. 

W E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  18 - 21 W E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  2 2 - 2 4

Tuesday April 18, 6:00-10:30pm
JACQUELYN SCHREIBER

Jacquelyn Schreiber has been performing since the age of 5, and has a broad range of musical 
experience. To this day she continues to perform as a pianist and vocalist in venues across the US. 
Jacquelyn released her solo EP, “Beautiful Love” that features her original music in addition to her 
piano and singing talent.

Friday April 21, 7:00-11:00pm
JACQUELYN SCHREIBER BAND

Jacquelyn Schreiber has been performing since the age of 5, and has a broad range of musical 
experience. To this day she continues to perform as a pianist and vocalist in venues across the US. 
Jacquelyn released her solo EP, “Beautiful Love” that features her original music in addition to her 
piano and singing talent.

Saturday April 22, 10:00pm-1:00am
DJ INAIA

Music Curator & Creator/DJ/Vocalist/Producer/Yogini Inaia hails from Puerto Rico and has traveled 
the world sharing her deep, jazzy, groovin’ & soulful sounds with audiences all over the globe. 
She has performed throughout the United States in many venues in Miami Beach New York, Los 
Angeles, Las Vegas, and Atlanta. Internationally, her career has brought her to perform in many 
countries. Inaia’s sets are a fresh, breezy concoction that blend various languages and cultural 
influences into an experience for the mind, body and soul.

Sunday April 23, 5:00-8:00pm 
TREVOR WESLEY

Trevor Wesley brings a refreshing sense of artistry and true talent to the music game. He was born 
and raised in the Los Angeles area and first began his musical journey at the age of five. Growing 
up in a family that listened to the likes of Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong, Eric Clapton, The 
Beatles and more, TREVOR was already familiar with timeless creativity. For him, it was a case of 
blending these legacies into a more modern sound that reflected his true artistic talent and unique 
personality. Thus, Only Live Once: The EP was delivered.

Thursday April 20, 6:00-10:00pm
TRIO IAJHI 

Born in Manhattan to musical parents, Iajhi has had music around him all his life. He began playing 
the drums at age ten and started taking gigs in the area at 16. He has performed on many notable 
shows like American Idol, The BET Awards and many more. Iajhi also has had the pleasure of 
touring with artists like Andre Delano, Andy Vargas and so many more. Iajhi plans to continue on 
the journey of life called music and letting the journey take him wherever it may.  

https://youtu.be/3VjB_Pjam98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85M2Zwu6tyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85M2Zwu6tyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOFAqnLtZTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOFAqnLtZTc
https://youtu.be/6Zsrjev6jGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zoLrZ7GIy8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aCj5RqimKM
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Tuesday April 25, 6:00-10:00pm
EMMA-JANE THOMMEN

Performing around the world, Emma-Jane has played at many prestigious venues including at the Pyramids 
in Egypt, opening for Norah Jones & Corinne Bailey Rae at LA’s famous Greek Theatre,  UK & US festivals 
& concerts alongside Bryan Adams, Ben Howard, Newton Faulkner, Gabrielle Aplin as well as a stint on the 
Queen Mary 2 sailing to New York playing alongside The Who’s Roger Daltrey & Squeeze Legend Chris 
Difford.

Wednesday April 26, 6:00-10:00pm
JOE LOPICCOLO BAND

Joe LoPiccolo is a guitarist and composer whose work is influenced by Brazilian, Classical, Flamenco and 
Jazz genres. Writer Dan O’Heron of the Pasadena Weekly states his music is: “Soft spoken eloquence, 
fascinatingly improvised.” And “The music is comforting and visual, it takes you to a better place, a 
paradise found.” Andy Ellis, former senior editor of Guitar Player wrote: “LoPiccolo’s impeccably executed, 
imaginative arrangements reveal his mastery of the guitar and its most subtle timbres.” 

Saturday April 29, 7:00-10:00pm
EMMA-JANE THOMMEN BAND

Performing around the world, Emma-Jane has played at many prestigious venues including at the Pyramids 
in Egypt, opening for Norah Jones & Corinne Bailey Rae at LA’s famous Greek Theatre,  UK & US festivals 
& concerts alongside Bryan Adams, Ben Howard, Newton Faulkner, Gabrielle Aplin as well as a stint on the 
Queen Mary 2 sailing to New York playing alongside The Who’s Roger Daltrey & Squeeze Legend Chris 
Difford.

Friday April 28, 7:00-11:00pm
BRYNN STANLEY

Pop/Jazz Singer Brynn Stanley is attracting lots of acclaim with her freshman album “Hello 
California”. In the tradition of Michael Buble and Sara Bareilles, Brynn mixes her charm and 
appeal with classic standards and modern pop covers and originals. 

W E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  2 5 - 2 8 W E E K L Y  S C H E D U L E  A P R I L  2 9 - 31

Sunday April 30, 5:00-8:00pm
JACQUELYN SCHREIBER BAND

Jacquelyn Schreiber has been performing since the age of 5, and has a broad range of musical 
experience. To this day she continues to perform as a pianist and vocalist in venues across the US. 
Jacquelyn released her solo EP, “Beautiful Love” that features her original music in addition to her 
piano and singing talent.

Saturday April 29, 10:00pm-1:00am
DJ INAIA

Music Curator & Creator/DJ/Vocalist/Producer/Yogini Inaia hails from Puerto Rico and has traveled 
the world sharing her deep, jazzy, groovin’ & soulful sounds with audiences all over the globe. 
She has performed throughout the United States in many venues in Miami Beach New York, Los 
Angeles, Las Vegas, and Atlanta. Internationally, her career has brought her to perform in many 
countries. Inaia’s sets are a fresh, breezy concoction that blend various languages and cultural 
influences into an experience for the mind, body and soul.Thursday April 27, 6:00-10:00pm

TRIO IAJHI

Born in Manhattan to musical parents, Iajhi has had music around him all his life. He began playing 
the drums at age ten and started taking gigs in the area at 16. He has performed on many notable 
shows like American Idol, The BET Awards and many more. Iajhi also has had the pleasure of 
touring with artists like Andre Delano, Andy Vargas and so many more. Iajhi plans to continue on 
the journey of life called music and letting the journey take him wherever it may.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-XXvEr98ZU
https://youtu.be/3VjB_Pjam98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-XXvEr98ZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLDkry08CfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOFAqnLtZTc
https://youtu.be/6Zsrjev6jGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aCj5RqimKM
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PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR CASA DEL MAR BY:

www.onthebeatmusicagency.com


